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 by tinyfroglet   

SPA Bay Window 

"Invigorating Beauty With Minerals"

Bay Window Spa is a rejuvenating experience, but in a luxurious milieu.

The plush ambiance, elite interiors and the elaborate menu of rich and

revitalizing treatments are a blissful experience. There are detoxifying

processes that use seaweed, saltwater, and conclude with a milk bath.

Face massages are exceptional, and the mineral-rich products and aroma

therapy refresh your skin oh-so-delightfully. You cannot miss the exotic

Rose Benediction treatment, that uses rose extracts for facials and

massages, and brings out a glowing skin. And the Bridal Spa Package

ensures a ravishing luster for your wedding. Revive your beautiful self,

here at Spa Bay Window.

 +81 45 223 2345  www.interconti.co.jp/yokohama/spa

/

 1-1-1 Minatomirai, Pacifico Yokohama,

InterContinental Yokohama Grand,

Yokohama

 by ...love Maegan   

M Slash 

"Getting The Glam Look"

M Slash exudes elegance and refinement, throughout its services. They

keep up with the latest hairstyles, and make sure you get a chic hair-do.

There is also nail-styling done, so if you want to get some glamorous nail

finishes, M Slash is your deal. You could also go in there for some

rejuvenating spa services, and try the Mio Therapy (massage to relax the

face muscles), yoga and body massages. The ambiance is sleek and plush,

and a major feel-good element of the place, along with a smart and

passionate staff. M Slash is perfect to get that amazing look, or a

makeover altogether.

 +81 45 6222271  mslash.co.jp/shop-honmoku/  9-1 Honmokuhara, Yokohama

 by Unique Hotels Group   

Spa Eas 

"Reviving The Zeal"

A complete revitalizing of the body and a refreshed after-feel are ensured

when at Spa Eas. There are various massages to reduce stress in critical

points of the body, extending to reduction of mental stress. The bedrock

bath saunas induce detoxifying of the skin, and help gain back moisture.

There's also a restaurant, and various beauty therapies can also be tried.

All the procedures achieve for you a relaxed body and a hassle-free mind.

 +81 45 290 2080  www.spa-eas.com/  2-2-1 Kitasawai, 4-7F Hama Ball,

Yokohama
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 by thomaswanhoff   

Total Salon Pirka 

"Beautifying Skin And Soul"

Pirka literally means 'beautiful', in the Ainu language of Japan, and the

Salon ensures you feel that way throughout. They believe that not only

outer, but also inner beauty, that of the mind and soul, is necessary for a

joyful living. They have massages to heal and rejuvenate the body, relax

the muscles, and refresh the mind. There are also facial treatments to

detoxify, cleanse, massage and then conclude with soda face packs (used

for oxidising the skin). Bridal packages are available, for a ravishing look

on the D-day. Total Salon Pirka invigorates your senses with its stress-

busting menu.

 +81 45 299 9127  pirka.yokohama/  1-2-4 Tsuruyacho, Kamiya Building,

Suite 403, Yokohama
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